Newsletter
Spring Buffet 2019—A Special Edition
It is a special double speaker bill this
year. Stephanie Fudge, the new National Trust General Manager for Surrey Hills has agreed to give us an inGoldfinch by Colin Kemp sight into operations in the Surrey
Hills.
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However because it is the 40th anniversary of Ian Swinney's accession to
the Ranger throne on Bookham Commons Stephanie's talk will be slightly
shorter than is usual for the guest
speaker in order to give Ian time to
cover his last 40 years aptly titled -
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Last year we had to refuse tickets to a
number of people who requested
them at the last moment or we would
have gone over the limit for the Barn
Hall. So make sure you buy them
early. As usual THE place to buy them
is the Wishing Well in Bookham. However if you cannot make it into Bookham beforehand then send a cheque
(payable to Friends of Bookham Commons) to me, Paul Gallard, 5 Fox
Lane, KT23 3AT and I will post them
back to you. You can use the form
which is enclosed with the paper edition or linked if receiving by email.
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The date: Wednesday 27h March
The Speakers: Stephanie Fudge and
Ian Swinney
The Venue:
The Old Barn Hall
The Food:
The Time:

Hot Buffet
7.00 pm AGM
7.30 pm Buffet
8.15 Speakers

Tickets this year remain at £15.00.
AGM Agenda
Chairman’s Introduction
Finances
Re-election of Committee

Colin Kemp — Official Photographer for
The National Trust
Did you know that that The National
Trust appointed Colin Kemp as Official
Photographer for Bookham Commons
last year? Many of you will have seen
Colin around the Commons with his
camera. Certainly you will have seen his
photos in our Newsletters and on our
Facebook page. As
well as his collection at last year’s
Spring Buffet.
Friends of Bookham
Commons will be
increasingly utilizing
Colin's superb skills
in the future. So
look out for more of
his creations.
You will be see a display of Colin’s collection at the Spring Buffet where you be
able to buy selected pictures.
Bookham Commons and Community
Health
It is a well-known fact that there are
health benefits from spending time in
nature. Now that realisation is to become embedded in the way healthcare is
practiced in England. Recently the notion
of social prescribing has been in the
news. Social prescribing is an important
part of the NHS’s comprehensive model
of personalised care with emerging evidence that it can lead to a range of positive health and wellbeing outcomes.
According to a source at the Royal College of General Practitioners, the aim is
to bring social prescribing into the community, to link patients with classes or
groups in the community, such as walking groups, which could be of more benefit than medicine.
The way it will work is for a ‘link worker’
to support GPs to help patients find suitable community activities to improve
their health and wellbeing. The hope is,
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that patients achieve personal health goals through
joining groups or participating in activities in the community as part of their personal health regime.
The Centre for Sustainable Healthcare, part of the
work of the NHS Forests, promotes the crossover between people’s health and the environment. Their
‘Green Health Route’ programme supports communities to connect with parks, gardens and forests and
works with healthcare practitioners to develop ‘routes’
to use local green spaces as an integral part of maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Evidence from a number of
areas shows that doctors are ready to support this
‘green prescription’ approach.
Green Health Routes
In several areas around the country, local GPs are prescribing weekly health walks, led by volunteer walk
leaders. Walks begin and end at the surgery and follow a route map around local green spaces. Other areas have set up a range of ‘health routes’ to accommodate different levels of ability. An inaugural walk
from a GP surgery in Gloucestershire saw all practice
staff joining the walk, using their position as a clinical
team to demonstrate the connection between green
spaces and health.

the National Trust are discussing plans for motorised
wheelchair access around the ponds and the option
of a natural exercise trail or ‘trim-trail’ to diversify the
range of fitness activities on offer.
As we move into 2019, we know that the Bookham
Commons will continue to be a tonic to the community health of our local residents and we hope to encourage people of all ages and from all walks of life,
to enjoy the joy and wonder of nature on our doorstep—and it's free.
Maria Bruce
Mud, sweat and tears.....40 years on the commons
I have been working on the Bookham Commons for
forty years now and I have to say that there has indeed been a lot of mud. It is a precious wetland area
and the heavy clay is part of its character. Those of
you with long memories may well recall having to res-

So how do the commons fit in?
Bookham Commons is a well-placed community asset,
close to the village of Bookham and on the railway line
for easy access. The opportunities for local groups to
enjoy the benefits of nature, the spaces and features
of the commons is apparent. Perhaps there is an opportunity to include this natural area as part of an ecotherapy treatment plan in the community health of the
residents of Bookham.
Recently on the commons we have seen the addition
of an ‘all weather’ path through the meadow on
Church Road, improving access to the woodland for
prams and chairs. Friends of Bookham Commons and

Rabbit by Colin Kemp
cue children and / or their wellies from the ankle
deep swamps that were the main bridle tracks. The
surfaced tracks have now enabled access for all and
we are still making carefully considered improvements, though we must take care to keep the commons wild... Not an outer London park.
Much of the perspiration comes from my brave volunteers these days. I’m getting old, but I sometimes
surprise everyone (including myself) when I get the
chance to get “hands-on”, though none of the important projects on the commons would have been possible without the gallant efforts of my Band of Brothers (and sisters!) who get involved in a huge variety
of tasks.

Example of part of an exercise trail

Thankfully, there are few tears – except perhaps for
sadness that some of my dearest friends and acquaintances are no longer here to enjoy the fruits of
our labours, along with the ever-present thought that
I could always have done better. Forward thinking is
what this job is all about and my greatest concern is
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for the future of the commons, its wildlife and people.
With that in mind, there are still a great many projects
to undertake – not sweeping changes, but careful enhancement of the natural beauty of the commons.
Careful, rotational clearing, harvesting timber, the
mowing, strimming and grazing of the grassland all
has to benefit the visitors and the wildlife... but it has
to “look right”, with the landscape value being a major
consideration.
There will be some short-term disruption when we
have to address the problem of the dominance of Turkey Oak in parts of the woodland. This invasive alien
species outgrows and spoils the native oaks, harbours
the knopper gall and now the oak processionary moth,
but supports very little else compared to the hundreds
of species found on or around English oaks. Whilst
these introduced trees have a certain majesty, the
Forestry Commission and Natural England require us
to do something about them and the positive outcomes, along with the rapid recovery of nature on the
wet commons, are the things to bear in mind. When
we thin-out the trees, it gives more room for the remaining ones to
grow properly and
lets in light to the
woodland floor,
enhancing
the
ground flora and
giving room for
acorns to sprout
forth the next
generation
of
mighty (English!)
oaks.
Gadwall Ducks by Colin Kemp
The National Trust has been at the forefront of “rewilding” our countryside, especially when you consider
that a great deal of the land under our protection and
care is agricultural. Our “Land, Outdoors and Nature”
policy aims to reverse the decline of our wildlife, encourage sustainable farming and keep our countryside
healthy. In simple terms, our countryside needs to be
“bigger, better, (quality) and more joined-up”. With this
in mind, the end of the agricultural agreement on
Banks Common has given us the opportunity to enhance the habitat and keep an important link towards
Effingham Common and the rest of the countryside.
Our volunteers and local contractors have renewed
the fencing, created wetland scrapes and provided owl
nesting boxes so that with just the right amount of
light grazing we can encourage the skylarks, yellowhammers and (hopefully!) barn owls to return.
Needless to say, running parallel with this national
policy, the Friends of Bookham Commons have been
equally far-sighted and our Edge Project, to restore the
grassland and scrub along the woodland margins, is in
its third and final year with a degree of fine-tuning or
tweaking here and there to promote good habitat for

Siskin on Alder by Colin Kemp
warblers, thrushes and (please pray) nightingales...
Thanks to your generous support and great vision,
we have shown what can and needs to be done on
so many of Surrey’s overgrown heaths and commons.
My role has always been to maintain and enhance
the commons and I fervently hope that people will be
able to visit this wonderful haven in a hundred year’s
time and see as much, if not more wildlife in a beautiful landscape... None of this would be possible without your much-appreciated encouragement and constant support, for which I sincerely thank you...
Ian Swinney – Area Ranger, Bookham Commons
2019 Subscriptions
Payment is due for any Members who joined or renewed in
2018 and who do not have a
standing order in place and
have not yet paid this year. The
subscription form is enclosed
separately. Please complete as
soon as possible and return to
the Treasurer as shown on the form.
Many of you have standing orders and we would
encourage those of you who do not to take advantage of this facility so that you do not have to remember to write a cheque each year and the
Treasurer does not have to chase late-payers!
Also we would ask you to spread the word regarding
Friends of Bookham Commons. We always need
more members and the most efficient method of
attracting people is by word of mouth. Just give
them our email address or phone number or with
their permission send me their details and I will
follow up.
Paul Gallard

